


















Anni Laakso is an remarkable artist who comes from Finland. As a sculptor by
education, her sculptures always produce, in Lefebvre's sense, a space.

Lefebvre's argument in “The Production of Space” is that space is a social product, or
a complex social construction (based on values, and the social production of
meanings)which affects spatial practices and perceptions.
According to him, there are different modes of production of space: natural and
social space. Lefebvre developed a conceptual triad of space.

-Spatial practice (perceived space): The physical organization of space, such as daily
routines and activities;
-Representations of space (conceived space): The space created and imagined by
urban planners, architects, and other professionals;
-Representational space (lived space): The individual, subjective experience of
space, shaped by symbols, images, and personal emotions.

Physical space is constructed by various actors, e.g. the state, landowners and
architects. Discursive space is mentally constructed by the way the space is
discussed and represented. This is separate from physical space as spaces can have
discursive representations without physically existing. Representational space is
socially constructed by the lived experience of the people who interact with it.

The space created by Ani Laakso's sculptures may be the next category, ie. the
collective re-appropriation of the work made by artist and therefore offered for the
collective division of senses and reappropriated by people, having a sens of collective
impact and intelligence.

In the Orangeries de Bierbais, Anni built the "Observatory for bio and human diversity",
a ball/ active shelter for meditation, sitting, reading and ... observing the forms of a
constituant permaculture vegetable garden,which is a new page in the
reconfiguration of the former English garden and the monumental greenhouse
towards the construction of "third space". The gaze that emancipates the senses
from the height of this observatory,made entirely of recycled wood from nearby
waste, is a common gaze of unlearned amateur who is learning from observing and
experimenting. It invites the emancipation that teaches to look in another way and
direction: instead of a gaze towards an exemplar tropical winter and English garden
in the domain of the Castle, it offers a gaze towards unexpectable- various gracious

formes of permaculture vegetable garden. The Observatory is made in dialogue with
Lighthouse in Zad, Bretagne, “zone à défendre”, connecting 2 spaces, Zad and Park
and Vegetable Garden of Orangeries de Bierbais, as two “free temporary territories”,
which take their freedom from putting in practice self-authorized liberty and
liberation of spaces, using them in non-predictable sens of term.

From the Observatory of Anni Laakso,made during her one month residency in
Bierbais, the connections between gaze, freedom, utopia, experimentation takes
place in the momentumwhen from the top of her sculpture we could finally conceive
the forms of a emerging radical new space on the ground: the reonfigurated spaces
on the ground, inviting the experimentation of all, mapping the new time and new
emerging place.



In the constellation of temporary free territories spread around the world, a recurrent
theme appears: that of verticality. The construction of towers (or the presence of trees
sprouting and transforming the desert) is a symbol of both rebellion and hope, that
embodies and represents the vision of a horizon defined by dreams of liberation. The
power inherent in a structure soaring toward the sky has accompanied humanity since its
inception, currently mostly used to show individual prestige or national prowess. But
within constellations of activists, dreamers, and utopists, it is turned upside-down, back
to becoming a sign of solidarity and shared resistance.

Anni Laakso's Observatory for Bio and Human Diversity brought such a powerful symbol
into the garden of Les Orangeries de Bierbais, adding its modest yet mighty demeanor to
the ongoing and experimental reconfiguration and decolonization of the space. The
Observatory is a sculptural installation that produces a space of visibility and
observation, at once of both protection and exposure. A sphere made of scattered and
ragged recycled wooden pieces (also collected from a nearby landfill) rises of a few
meters toward the sky, offering a vantage point to admire the beauty of the permacultural
garden of vegetables and other edible plants.

The standing Observatory produces a space of human dimension and humane feelings. It
plays with and challenges architectural paradigms, creating a space that does not delimit
possession but makes itself available to others by its enveloping openness. The clear
geometrical forms and the structure's scale speak of simplicity and necessity, being just
that which is needed to exist and function. Its playfulness arouses curiosity and invites
people to climb the unpretentious ladder and sit in the sphere. Vision is the key word
here, as suggested by the title itself: the Observatory is a point to observe, fromwhere to
see as well as be seen (better: to be made visible because of the raised position).

The point of reference that the Observatory becomes within the geography of the garden
also brings forth a reflection on permanence and temporariness. Contemporary
architectural buildings share the implicit duty to last (and amaze). The Observatory does
not fail to turn such paradigms too. Made of that which was discarded, it evokes human
existence's transcience, tackling it with humble acceptance. Its structure gives endless
transformations stability,which brings forth the persistence of that which is ephemeral.
In a playful ode to the resourcefulness of what remains and continues to make the
impossible possible, Anni Laakso's work hones the transformation of dreams into reality.
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